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COXPETITIOX OF LIGASDS WITH THE XETAL OF CONPLESES 

The stud>- of chemical bonds in substituted metal carbon\-Is, derived from nickel 

carbonvl and the heszcarbonvk. h2s vielded several items of information on electronic 
phenomena induced b>- the &bstit&ons3. a~ 5sy; indeed, these substitutions are such 

that the new iigands have donor-acceptor capacities different from that of CO, 2nd 

that they bring about a lowerin g of molecuk s>mmetr\- with respect to that of the 
mother molede_ 

SimuItaneous obzervation of the frequencies of vibrators C-9 and M-C of the 
suketirures h2s led to the conclu&n rh2t the phenomenon of the loweringr of frequen- 

cies C-O is closely tied to that of the rtiing of frequencies W-C. The C-O and M-C 
force constants have beer calculated for the nickel carbon>-1 derivatix-es, confirming 
t’his relaticnship. 

In additkn, the cur-x-e of C-O force constant5 k Iinear in ttrms of the degree of 

substitution for a given J.igmci L. For ah the ligandi the sIope_; Gf these straight lines 

are a function of the effective elecrronegatix-ity of groups _i linked to @and atom E 

of the hganck E_?r, (ref. 12) and the>- even x-q- iincarl~- with Taft’s polar :ub.;tituent 

constants G* (ref. I)_ Fi.gurej I, 2 2nd 3 summarize these re-iults. 

%-here25 it h2s been ~a_>- to espkn the linear-it!- of curl: ~*(rc_o) as the conse- 
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Fig. I. f=z Filiaiions of the stretching frequencies C-O of derkatiws Si(CO),_,L, !x = o. I, 2). 
2 = PI;;: b = P(C1;;j,: c = P(C= C-Phj,: d = Ph,P-C= C-C(CH,),OH: e = I’Ph,: f = IWe,. 

g = PEt,. 
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quence of the essentiaIly inductive9 nature of the action of J.&nds on frequencies 
vc_o, the linearity of curve Rc._o = f(@ (Fig. z), kc-o being the force constant of the 
C-O bond, has not yet been satisfactorily explained by the perfect electronic con- 

ductivity*’ of metal 3i and atom C in the L-M-C-O chain. 

~j~_ ?. xi_C and C-O force COIIS~II~S Of COmplexeS Si(co),-s(P~k& ($2 = @. f. 1. 3). 

Fig. 3_ \-zriations of the stretchin, = frequencies i%-_o of the Si(CO),-,L, CS. the polar coi~~tantS G* 
of groups SR of L = P(SR),. 

If, s is generall>- implicitly admitted, a gi\-en ligand L is characterized by a 
fixed donor-acceptor capacity (G-I), two ligands L opposed to two ligands CO in the 
di-substitute Xi(CO),Lz should cause a wriation in CO force constant equal to three 
times that caused by a single ligand opposed to three CO in the monosubstitute 

J_ Organometal. Chent.. 1 (1964) 6%7s 
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Xi(CO}fL_ Similarly, *Se variation in the CO force constant in the tri-substitute 

Si(CO)L, (three L for one CO) shouId be three tims that of CO force constant in the 
di-snbstitntt~ _ >X(CO),L, (one 5 for one CO). It should therefore be possible to satisfy 
a relation which could be stated as fo.Uowx: dkc_o = fn-gn-1 (x = I, 2.3; nz: con- 

stant factor]. A&o = nz. 3”. gzzz for 9z = I, 2. 3_ This curve (I?) is compared to the 

eqerirnental curve (A) in Fig. 1_ 

A 

Fig. i_ COrn~.zri&Oii of the rsperimentd force cois:~nt_s CUrxT (-4) ad curve (B) (see test) for 
cor~pleses Si(CO),,(PMeJ,. 

The &pa&- between these two curl-es is too great to proceed from inaccuracies 

in the calculations. 
Xr is. then. necess+- to reconsider the initial h>pothees and -?ccept one of the 

two ioEoxi_n_g restrictions I 
a) either that atoms 11 and C arc not perfect conductors: the !ngher the degree 

of substitution. the greater :he negative charge retained b>- them; 
i) or that the implicit ru!e whereb>- t-ach Iignnd pos~essc~ a definite donor- 

acceptor capacit- k nA true. 
Lt do- not apr_ar that the first abol-e-mentioned restriction ShouId be admitted_ 

It x-iolarty RI-nIing’s eicctro-neutralit>- principle but. abox-e all. the phenomenon of an 

incwwe in the negatise charge on atoms -\I and C. for a high x-ahw of 9:. shouId be- 

co_me ntrenuattd when rhc ligand is increaGngi- less basic (P-\Ie, -+ P(OJle}, --:- PCI,). 

Ho~w~x-r, in each cze the curx-e kc-o(n) is a straight line. 

Fmall~-, we think that it is necessac- to reexamine in detail the rule of a donor- 

acceptor capacity tised for a given Iigand, u&r, r= esperimentaI data. These data are 
derk-ed not onI!: from spectroscopic measurements, as hs been described, but also 

from the mesurement of dipole moments on homogeneous series of m&al carbony 

derivatives. The re4ts obtained from measurement of dipole moments wi!f be pre- 
_qnted in another paperz6_ 

SIXDY OF TfIE DOSOR-_-KCEPTOR CAPACITIES OF THE I_IG_lSDS L 

IS TIiE COUPLEXES ~I(co),,L, 

_k ‘Ihe rule defining a fl\red donor-acceptor capacity for a gi\-en ligand L is not in 

accordance with esperience, we have attempted to predict the behak-iour of n eiectron 
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donor-acceptor L-ligands placed in the presence of (c - .IL) electron donor-acceptor 
L&gands (c being the coordination number) through atoms presumed to be con- 
ducti\-e, i-s., which do not retain a charge. 

It has already Seen showr that metal carbon>-1 derix-atives appear to be highly 
conductix-e systems; we ha\-e thus been led to study the behaviour of these compleses 
from the behaviour of analogous electrical systems. 

The study which follows is not limited to metal carbonyls-although for these 
substances the magnitude of electron transfer is particularly high-but extends to 
all the JI(LO)c_nL, complexes in which one at least of the L or L, ligand types is both 
donor and acceptor_ 

In the metal carbonyl derivatives L represents ligands E-1, or C:SS (S = R or 
Ph), L, the ligands CO; the conductor atoms are the central metal 11 and the carbon 
atom of CO. 

In the proposed representation L and L, are, prior to coordination, generally at 
different energy potentials; when L = EX, (E = S, P, _zS, Sb, Bi), L has a different 
potential to that of L,. In the reasonin g which follows, the potential of L will be 
ssumed to be higher than that of L,, but the same conclusions could be drawn, 
using the appropriate signs, if the reverse assumption had been made. 

\\hen coordination has been achier-ed--i.e., when communication has been 
established between L and L, \?a M-these two types of hgands will tend to acquire 
the same potential, L b\- wielding electrons and L, by receiving these electrons; the 
potential of L decreases-\\‘hile that of L, increases until the potentials are equalized. 

-3s the circuit L-X-L, does not include a reservoir of electrical charges on 32 
(Pauling’s electroneutralit!- principle), the electrons yielded by L are transferred in 
their entirer!- to L,. -1s a result the coordination (closin g of circuit L-M-L,) gi\-es rise 
to an clecxron AOK through 11 in the direction L +- L,; this flow can be measured 

either b_\- the reduction in the charge of L or b!- the increase in the charge of Le. 
L and L,: considered as energy reser\-airs, can therefore be represented as electric 

nccunnrlators (or as rel-ersible cell_;). \\hen the circuit is closed, L, which has a 
higher potential than L,. discharges into L, through 31 until the potentials are 

ia) Ib) 
Fig. 5_ Condition of accumulators L and L, before (0) and after (b) closing of circuit. 

11-e shall examine the charge transfer phenomena in the general case of -ic ligands 
L and (c - ;E) ligands L,; -IZ stands for the degree of substitution and is an integral 
number &c-r_ 

The reference potential is con\-entionally designated IvO_ 
The electron transfer x-alues are governed by the respecti\-e capacities of the 

accumulators, the difference in potential between L and L,,--I-.e., (13 - cc)- and the 
ratio ?r:(c - II) _ 
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The potential charge Q retained by each &and I. (Fig. 5a) is proportional to 
(z - YO) I 

Q = Cir* - 1,) 

C is the proportionality cor~ant and is identical to the capacity of the accu- 
m-Jator. 

Q represents the mas5mum amount of charge which L can deliver. 
C is therefore the maximum quantity cl the charge, referred to the unit \-aIue 

of the drop in potentiaI, which L CZIR deliver. 
Similarly, the Potential charge Q. retained by each ligand L, is: 

CIostig of the electrical circuit (Fig_ 5b) causes the charge to AOU- from L to 
L, as shok b)- the equation: 

Qn represents the amount of charge remainin, n on the L iigands after the circuit 
has been closed_ 

Q,” represents the amount of ch _ arqe bcrne bv the L, ligands after the circuit _ 
has been cIosed_ 

_Afrer the circuit has been closed, the potentials of L and L, are rn and T: respec- 
riveiy-; rhwz potentials ?houid be eqttal: 

:’ - i’.? c-t: co -=-_- 
ZIi - ;‘* t C 

But I 

This rslat-ionship de,fines in comparati\-e terms the poientials z-~ for the I-arious 
Sd’XtitUts of a given &and in terms of the ratio C/C,,. 

In the compIeses we ha\-e studied, L, represents ligand CO; the charge transfer 
pher_omer?a occur in rhe form of the transfer of a bonding doublet towards the non- 
bonding oxygen atmosphere. Simiiarl-. in ligand L of t?pe E-4, or E-&E3 (E = S, P, 
-4s. 3b. 35) (_-I or I3 = R, Ph. 5C5HI,,. OR, OPh, Cl, F, CF,). the charge transfer 
phelzomena are centered on transfer of the electron doublet of E to the metal atom. 
The t>-Pe zmd content of the charge transfe z are thrrs identical for L and L,. ad their 
capacitieti C and C, should therefore be the same. 

It is not necessaq- that the same should hold trrle (C = C,) for ali the charge 
transfer %xtems occuning in the compleses- 
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Given these conditions, the preceding relation&rip is simplified for the compleses 
under consideration : 

“n--“a 11 -=- 
Z’ - f a c 

It can be stated as follows: the relative gain in potential of L, for the various 
substitutes of a given ligand on a given metal is proportional to the degree of sub- 
stitution. 

Since the two ligands L and L, ha\-e the same capacity, an analo,gy with hy- 
draillics can be made whereby the cross-sections of energy reservoirs L and L, are 
the same. 

Figure 6 sho\is flw case of f&u-coordimzfed com$xes (c = -I)_ A li,~d L with a 
given potential 7 gives rise to the mono-substitute (9~ = I) JI(L,),L, the di-substitute 
(z = 3) JI(L,),L, and the tri-substitute (9z= 3) M(LJL,. 

\Vhen equilibrium is achieved, the potentials are: 

The gain in potential of L, for each substitution from TE = o to x = 3 is constant: 

(cm -7‘“-*; \ = I! ‘-.___.) 
i4!’ -0 

lfve nest propose to calculate the amount of negative charge flowing through Ji 
when, starting from JI(L,),, we replace an L, b>- an L(cT,), or two L, by two L&J, 
or three L, by three L(q,). 

(3) ! 
__ -______ 

I \ v, / /L f Qz-;=3’kc;;3,b6 
-_ -__-_--i_-____---_ 

I 
-33 i 

II 

Fig. 6. Potentialslof ligands L and L, in the tetra-coordinated complexes. 
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the L, ligands change from -J, to zl; in the d&substitute ?rI(L,),L,, the potential of 

the L’s drops from P ‘;o -i2. while that of the L,‘s changes from -i,, to TV. In the first 

case the L ligands have behaved as Iigands with donor-acceptor capacities of (z - x*ij ; 
in the second case. as ligands \Gth donor-acceptor capacities of (z - ;.&I, smaller 
than (3 - zr)_ 

In sum. the same I&and L behaves in Qfkrent ways in the mono-, di- and tri- 
substitutes_ This also holds true for the L, ligands. with donor-acceptor capacities 
represented respectiwl>- by (zl - c,,), (ze - t*,-,) and (zg - z,,) _ 

This mode of representation has the essential ad\-antage of showing that a linear 
variation can be expected in the amounts of charge q,,_(c -2~) = (-x’c)S acquired 
by each of the ligands L,. In the case of L, = CO, this law should result in a linear 

variation in the CO force constants in terms of the degree of substitution, a variation 
which agrees with the results of the exiriment (Fig 3). 

\i-e shall now examine some of the consequences to be espected concerning the 

complexes JI(L&-&, derived from the proposed representation. 
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a) We can study the donor-acceptor capacities proper to homoiogous Iigands. 
for esample P-l,, in which X varies from Et to F. by ob_w-ing the variations 
qpj(c -_p! for a given dew of substitution n = p and for a coordination number c. 
IYe then see that the donor-acceptor capacities proper to the ligands are proportional 
to the difierences in potential (z - zO), which x-q- with each ligand. The conclusions 
previ~uA_v prented regarding the classification of ligands and their mode of action 
on the complex do not therefore call for modification, as they w-ere obtained b>- an 
analysis in conformity with the proposed scheme. 

b) The direction of the electron flow through the metal 11 is shown by the relative 
vaIues of yS_ It hs dread\- been seen that the flow changes direction starting from 

the substitute s = c!z_ It -is unhkel- that such an effect can be demonstrated bv a 

spectrographic methcd; a kinetic study appears more suitable. It could show a 

sudden change in the specific rate or in the activation energy of the substitution at 
the level of the substitute of 2~ = cjz 

c) So specificitv of the metal atcm 11 ha\%, = been introduced in the calculation 
other than the distinction 8 - 6’. it should be possible to observe certain sirnp~e 
relationships between the slope of straight lines Kc-o(x) furnkhed by a gi\-en ligand 

OR atoms Jf of different coordination numbers The enew- state of L, being de&red 

bx- qnr(cr - 7:) = (z:c)S, if we stud!- the *.-ariations of qn[(c - 92) of complexes with the _ - 
same degret of substitution (constant 11) with a given ligand on different atoms 11 

T variabie c), we see that qn_(c - 7;) i_z proportional to 2.'~. 

The d&x--atives of Si(CO),, Pe(CO)5. JIo(CO), shou!d then present values of 
_ 

(Irrc:[c -- iZ)--Z.Z., kc-o-proportional to ZIG:, X!)s, 6’_‘6 respectivel\- [S” is related to 

Fe(CO)j:. For a &-err degree of sub&itution and a given ligand. we should observe: 

11% have been careful to suppose that 6 f &.’ + 2’. It is po+ibIe that the differ- 
ence=; between these values are minor, in which case w-e could \-erif>- the above 
reiationship. although up to no-~ the calculations of kc-o have been made for only 

the nickel carbon-l derivatives. 

Hcnvever, 6. 6’. 6’ could differ widei>- from each other: these values, which 

correspond to the mazmum transfer of L towards 31, are partly determined b- the 

overlapping of the bonding orbit& of L and 31. However. we know this to be a 
function of the hybrictation t>-pe of I\f : Pauhng= has defTned comparative “bond 
stren,-ths” of metal atoms, which differ in the same metal when tetrahedra$- or 
octahedral& coordinated. It therefore _xems reasonable to maintain a distinction 

between 8, 6’ and 8”. _. this distinction is of a qualitative nature only, it is no ionger 

possible to verify the relationship predicted z&ox-e. 

a) _ks yet no hypo’heses have been formulated on the contents of bonds X-L; 

it has or+- been stated that the potential of L-ligands drops, by coordination, 

fiOIIl C t0 Zn_ There has been repeated discussion of the z-bonding of the M-L 
bond+ ;.9.**,11,*3.~5ri:.LB_ The drop in potential from ‘J to zx accounts for only the 
over-all phenomenon ; the G and _z contributions could be revealed only by spectro- 
graphic study of the X-L bonds. Experimental results obtained on the M-L bonds up 
to now known axe not sufficient to justify drawing a conclusion_ 
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To esplaiu the experimental facts observed in a certain class of complexes, it is 
assumed that, genera& speaking, the ligands cannot be characterized b\: definite 
donor-acceptor capacities. The donor-acceptor capicity of a ligand is governed by 

two main factors: the donor-acceptor capacity peculiar to the Iigand, which depends 
on its chemical structure; and the electron state of the complex to which the li,gand is 
bonded. 

The proposed mode of representation is showu for complexes derived from metal 
carbonyls. in which the very large variations registered in the force constants of 
C-O and M-C bonds when the ligand and the degree of substitution vary, allow an 
accurate study to be made. 

The ligands L and L, of compleses X(L&-,&, mitially at different potentials, 
tend to equalize their potentials, with one of the ligands receiving the electrons 
released b>- the other. It is possible to calculate the relative charge transfers--o r, what 
amounts to the same thing. the relative donor-acceptor capacities-for each of the 
substitutes with a given @and on a given metal: these vary in proportion to the 

degree of substitution_ As these transfers determine the energy state of the acceptor 
hgaud CO, it should be possible to observe that the variation of the C-O force con- 
stants in terms of the degree of substitution is linear. This has been confirmed es- 

perimentall~-. 
It should be possible to bring out the behaxiour of ligand~ with varying donor- 

acceptor capacities--which underlies the dexribed interpretation-in complexes 
JI(L,Jf_nLn, in xbich at least one of the 1igand.s behaves both as an acceptor and as a 
donor, but generall>- with a much feebler intensitv than those observed in cases 
where L, = CO. 

Finally, the proposed representation makes it possible to explain the values of 
the dipole moments of substituted metal carbonylsr6. 
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The stud?; of force constants in the chemical bonds of numerous complexes of a 
=~Pecial class leads to the conciusion that coordinated ligands cannot, generally 
speaking, be characterized b>- definite donor-acceptor capacities. These are dependent 
both on the donor-acceptor capacities peculiar to the ligands, which depend on their 
chemical structure, and on the over-all electron state of the part of the comples to 
which the:.- are bonded. 

L’&rde des constantes de force des liaisons de nombreus complexes dune c&se 
particuliere conduit 5 adrnettre que, d’nne facon gCnerale, les ligands coordink ne 
peuvent etre caractkisb par des pouvoirs donneur-accepteur definis. Ceus-ci sont 
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&fmmin& B la fois par les pou\-airs donnetlr-xcepteur propres des liga_nds, dC- 
pendant de lenr structure chimique, et par I’etat Clectronique global de la pa-tie du 
complexe B Iaquelle iIs sent li6. 
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